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Abstract
Synthetic data is highly useful for training machine
learning systems performing image-based 3D reconstruction, as synthetic data has applications in both extending
existing generalizable datasets and being tailored to train
neural networks for specific learning tasks of interest. In
this paper, we introduce and utilize a synthetic data generation suite capable of generating data given existing 3D
scene models as input. Specifically, we use our tool to
generate image sequences for use with Multi-View Stereo
(MVS), moving a camera through the virtual space according to user-chosen camera parameters. We evaluate how the
given camera parameters and type of 3D environment affect
how applicable the generated image sequences are to the
MVS task using five pre-trained neural networks on image
sequences generated from three different 3D scene datasets.
We obtain generated predictions for each combination of
parameter value and input image sequence, using standard
error metrics to analyze the differences in depth predictions
on image sequences across 3D datasets, parameters, and
networks. Among other results, we find that camera height
and vertical camera viewing angle are the parameters that
cause the most variation in depth prediction errors on these
image sequences.

1. Introduction
Reconstruction from posed RGB images or depth scans
is a growing field with applications ranging from autonomous driving to augmented reality. The task of 3D
scene reconstruction involves processing RGB images and
potentially depth scans and camera information to output a
3D model of the scene contained in the input images. The
field has gained significant attention and opened up a multitude of opportunities for research, driving demand for data
over the last decade.
* Equal
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In recent years, researchers have developed state-of-theart machine learning models that perform 3D scene reconstruction [3, 6, 8, 11, 17, 18, 27]. A large amount of data is
necessary to train these machine learning models, and several data generation platforms have already been created to
satisfy this need for data [4, 19–22, 25, 26].
Our research is focused on determining how differences
between such generated image sequences affect the performance of image-based 3D scene reconstruction networks
trained on other data. Image-based 3D scene reconstruction encompasses a broad array of subtasks, some of which
are typically performed deterministically. We evaluate neural networks that perform Multi-View Stereo (MVS), which
involves using images of a scene from different viewpoints
to construct a 3D model of that scene.
We introduce our own data generation platform to semiautomatically generate input data for these networks across
different 3D scene datasets and camera parameter settings
within the Unity real-time 3D development environment.
The platform is currently focused on 3D indoor scene reconstruction, and to this end, allows researchers to load a variety of indoor scenes, artist-generated or scanned, and produce random but customizable ground-truth walk-through
image sequences from them, to be used in 3D-computervision network training and testing.
We use our platform to generate image sequences for
three carefully chosen 3D scenes, representing a range of
realism from stylized synthetic (SUNCG [23]) to photorealistic (ArchViz [1]) and scanned (Matterport3D [5]). We analyze and gain useful insights into the performance of stateof-the-art 3D scene reconstruction networks, their architectures, and the properties of 3D scene datasets themselves.
Furthermore, we offer recommendations on advantageous
camera parameter settings and type of 3D scene datasets favoring accurate depth predictions.

2. Related Work
There are two methods through which training data for
Multi-View Stereo algorithms is generally made available:
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data generation frameworks, and ready-made datasets containing images, ground truth scans, camera poses, and other
relevant information. Data generation frameworks generate
synthetic training data on the fly, operating over either novel
or existing 3D scene datasets. These 3D scene datasets can
either consist of synthetic artist-created scenes or 3D reconstructions of real scenes. Our data generation platform
currently only operates on indoor 3D datasets, focusing on
3D scene reconstruction networks. Therefore, indoor scene
simulators are most applicable to our work. We first cover
the inputs to data generation platforms, namely scanned and
virtual 3D scene datasets, followed by a discussion of existing data generation platforms.
Image Datasets: Image datasets fall into two categories:
those that are captured sequentially using an RGB-D video
recording [7, 9, 15, 24] and those that are captured without
specific ordering using placed camera rigs [5,12,13]. These
datasets can be used without a simulator or the resulting 3D
reconstruction can be used with a simulator.
We first cover datasets generated using precise camera
rigs. Tanks and Temples [13] provides videos and groundtruth laser scans for both indoor and outdoor scenes. The
DTU dataset [12] is captured using an industrial robot arm
and a structured light sensor. It consists of “outside-in”
views of objects rather than “inside-out.” Matterport3D [5]
is captured using a panoramic RGB-D camera which takes
360◦ images. Full 3D reconstructions with 3D segmentation are provided for 90 large-scale indoor scenes, often entire buildings. We selected the Matterport3D reconstructions for use with our tool for their size and completeness.
Generally, sequential datasets are of indoor scenes.
TUM-RGBD [24], RGB-Dv2 [15], and 7Scenes [9] are
smaller-scale datasets consisting of video sequences captured using a Microsoft Kinect or similar hardware. ScanNet [7] provides sequences for 1500 different scenes, with
the 3D reconstruction, ground truth depth and both 2D and
3D segmentation provided. These datasets enable training
of 3D reconstruction methods, but the ground truth reconstructions often have large holes. As such, we do not select
these resulting reconstructed 3D scenes as input to our data
generation tool.
Virtual Datasets: Virtual datasets consist of artistcreated 3D scene models, generally in the form of a triangle
mesh. A simulator is required to generate images from these
3D scene models, and we considered ICL-NUIM [10] and
SUNCG [23] for use with our tool. ICL-NUIM consists of
a small number of scenes with corresponding fly-through
image sequences provided. SUNCG [23] consists of more
than 45,000 indoor environments. We selected SUNCG for
use with our tool.
Simulators: Embodied AI agents are robots trained to
interact with a real-world environment in order to accomplish a given task. Indoor scene simulators are typically

used as a benchmark for embodied AI agents [14,21,22,26],
as training in these simulators is faster, safer, and less
resource intensive than real-world training [21]. Indoor
scene simulators are well-suited to generate training data
for 3D reconstruction, as camera positions, RGB images,
and depth maps are already outputted by many tools [19,21]
for the purposes of training agents performing scene understanding tasks such as navigation [19].
Habitat [21] and MINOS [20] are platforms for embodied AI research with support for many 3D datasets,
most notably SUNCG [23] and Matterport3D [5]. Matterport3D provides more realism compared to SUNCG, but
SUNCG provides more customizability: its assets can be
recombined to form new datasets [25]. The limitation of
scanned 3D scene datasets such as Matterport3D is that each
scene’s lighting is baked into the scene’s texture data as
it is scanned. Hypersim [19] circumvents this limitation,
providing researchers with the ability to enhance its own
dataset of artist-created scenes by providing disentangled
lighting data, allowing support for different lighting algorithms. Additionally, Hypersim releases the photorealistic
rendered frames, camera trajectories and object segmentation data but the 3D models are not provided since they are
from a commercial 3D asset package and should be purchased separately. The iGibson [22] and AI2-THOR [14]
simulators add support for physics interactions between
agents and objects in the scene, and multiple agents interacting in one scene, expanding the range of tasks embodied
AI agents can be trained to perform.
Our tool is similar to existing scene simulators because
we direct a virtual agent to navigate the scene and capture
data during every movement. However, our tool is not used
to evaluate scene navigation algorithms, as we delegate this
task to an existing API. Additionally, our tool has the ability
to load photorealistic datasets (see Fig. 1) on par with the
datasets supported by iGibson, AI2-THOR, and Hypersim.

3. Methods
In this section, we describe our tool for generating image
sequences given a 3D scene dataset as input.
We developed our tool using the Unity game engine.
Unity provides essential real time 3D components such as
shading, texturing, transformation and path finding. Our
tool leverages these components to extract multi-channel
2D data from these 3D datasets by creating controlled fly-

Figure 1. 3D Datasets used for evaluation.
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Parameter
Height
Camera Yaw
Camera Pitch

Sample Distance

Description
Camera distance above the
floor
Clockwise camera offset
from direction of travel
Camera angle below the
plane at the camera’s height
and parallel to the floor
Translational distance between image locations

Table 1. Parameters Used By Our Tool.

through sequences and rendering outputs such as RGB images, depth images and semantic segmentation masks.
We briefly describe the steps in our data generation
pipeline (see Fig. 2). The input to our pipeline is a set of 3D
scene models in the form of triangle meshes. These meshes
can be textured or have material descriptions depending on
the dataset being used. The output is a sequence of RGB
images with corresponding camera extrinsic and intrinsic
matrices, and depth maps. Optionally, we can render additional 2D information such as segmentation maps if the
given 3D scene contains said information. The main steps
to our pipeline are as follows. First, we load each scene into
the Unity game engine. Second, we generate a walkable
surface using the Unity NavMesh API. Third, we randomly
generate a set of waypoints on the walkable surface. Fourth,
we program a Unity camera to travel through a path in the
scene using a random selection of waypoints. Along this
path, we capture images, depth maps, and matrices at set
translational intervals.
To study the effect of input data on MVS depth prediction networks, we add several user-specified camera parameters that affect how the image sequence is generated. Parameters are described in Table 1. The first three parameters (height, camera yaw, and camera pitch) modify camera
viewing angle and height above the floor. The final parameter, sample distance, modifies how often images are captured.

4. Experiments
We generate image sequences of a selected subset of
scenes from three different 3D scene datasets with differing values for each parameter in Table 2. When generating image sequences, the camera path in each house is kept
constant. This is to ensure that all image sequences that are
generated in a given house have identical paths, no matter
the parameter settings. See Fig. 3 for a representation of
different image sequences with a single parameter varied.
With these image sequences, we test five pre-trained depth
prediction networks.

Parameter
Height (m)

Camera Yaw (◦ )
Camera Pitch (◦ )
Sample Distance (m)

Values
0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75,
0.9, 1.05, 1.2, 1.35, 1.5, 1.65,
1.8, 1.95, 2.1
-180, -135, -90, -45, 0, 45, 90,
135, 180,
-90, -60, -30, 0, 30, 60, 90
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0

Table 2. Values for each Parameter. The bold values indicate the
default parameter settings used to generate the control image sequences for each 3D dataset.

3D Scene Datasets We selected eight SUNCG [23]
scenes, six Matterport3D [5] scenes, and one ArchViz [1]
scene to load into Unity. These three datasets give us the
widest range of scene data in that SUNCG consists of nonphotorealistic synthetic scenes, Matterport3D consists of
scanned data of real houses captured by camera rigs, and
ArchViz consists of a photorealistic synthetic scene.
Parameters: See Table 2 for all parameter settings used
during image sequence generation. When generating an image sequence in which we vary the settings for one parameter, we keep all the other parameter values at their default
settings (indicated in bold in the table).
Depth Prediction Networks: To test how dataset parameters affect MVS algorithm performance, we use five
existing neural networks with pre-trained weights to perform scene reconstruction on our data: DeepVideoMVS
Pair Network (Pairnet), DeepVideoMVS Spacio-temporal
Fusion (Fusionnet), Point-MVSNet (PMVS), Multi-view
Stereo by Gaussian Process (GPMVS), and Fast-MVSNet
(FMVS). Pairnet is a modified version of MVDepthNet that
uses additional feature extraction, and Fusionnet extends
Pairnet by including a ConvLSTM [8]. PMVS directly processes scenes as point clouds in a coarse-to-fine manner [6].
GPMVS uses an encoder-decoder model with a nonparametric Gaussian process that soft-constrains the bottleneck
layer [11]. FMVS is a lightweight framework that uses
sparse depth representation for fast and accurate MVS depth
prediction [27].
Protocols: We evaluate the five networks above on generated image sequences for all 3D datasets and parameters.
To make depth predictions on a given image, we use the previous and next image in the sequence as the source images
to assist in MVS. We compare the predicted depth maps
from each of the depth prediction methods to the groundtruth depth maps generated by our Unity tool and calculate
the mean absolute relative depth error (abs-rel), given:

  AbsRel = \frac {1}{n} \Sigma \frac {\lvert d - d^*\rvert }{d^*} 
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(1)

Figure 2. Our data generation pipeline. First, our tool generates a walkable surface and a set of randomized camera destinations. The
camera moves along a path to each point, capturing data each frame the camera moves. More specific aspects of the camera’s behaviour
can be specified by the user as parameters. Our tool outputs RGB images, depth maps, and matrices that specify the camera’s intrinsics
and pose at each location.

In addition to this quantitative verification, we also use
TSDF fusion to visually verify the depth prediction values
produced by our test script as well as the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters.
With this error metric, we compare the accuracy of scene
reconstruction on all of our image sequences across the five
scene reconstruction networks, and the three 3D scene sets.

5. Results

Figure 3. Sample captures made by our tool taken within each 3D
scene dataset, with varying values for the camera height parameter.

where d and d∗ are the predicted and ground-truth depth
values respectively, and n is the number of pixels in the
given image [8].
To verify that our testing script is correctly programmed
to calculate the depth prediction error metrics for 2D image
sequences, we run forward passes through each of the five
networks with ScanNet. For Pairnet and Fusionnet, which
were trained on ScanNet [8], the error metrics closely match
the errors reported for these networks on ScanNet. For the
other three networks, the error metrics obtained here are
reasonable for methods not trained or finetuned on ScanNet. This verifies that our testing process did not produce
any inaccurate or misleading error metrics for our following experiments on our generated image sequences. Table
3 holds these error metric results for our test script verification process:
Method
Abs-Rel Error
Pairnet
0.069
Fusionnet
0.061
PMVS
0.389
GPMVS
0.121
FMVS
0.274
Table 3. Test Set Error vs. Network.

Our experiments allow us to identify interesting trends
by observing how changes in either the parameter values,
network architectures, or the 3D datasets from which image
sequences are generated affect depth-prediction accuracy.
In subsection 5.1, we assess how the values for each parameter set affect the individual networks. In subsection 5.2, we
report trends that applied to all networks. In subsection 5.3,
we analyze how performance of the networks changes based
on the 3D dataset from which the image sequences were
generated. Finally, in subsection 5.4, we discuss how the
network architectures of Pairnet, Fusionnet, and GPMVS
might be causing them to perform very differently on image
sequences with a low camera height parameter value.

5.1. Network Performance Optimization
We evaluate how each parameter affects the prediction
accuracy of all evaluated networks.

Figure 4. Average Error vs. Camera Height over all 3D datasets,
split by network. Data is from Table 1 in the appendix.
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Parameters

Camera

Camera

Camera

Sample

Height

Yaw

Pitch

Dis-

Pairnet

0.356

0.351

0.313

0.305

0.331

Fusionnet

0.331

0.314

0.239

0.306

0.297

GPMVS

0.502

0.408

0.421

0.446

0.444

PMVS

1.485

1.294

1.447

0.976

1.301

FMVS

1.386

1.241

1.399

0.809

1.208

Average

0.812

0.721

0.764

0.568

0.716

Networks

Average

tance

Figure 5. Average Error vs. Camera Yaw over all 3D datasets, split
by network. Data is from Table 5 in the appendix.

Table 4. Average Error for each parameter-network pair.

Parameters
Networks

Figure 6. Average Error vs. Camera Pitch over all 3D datasets,
split by network. Data is from Table 9 in the appendix.

Camera

Sample

Yaw

Pitch

Distance

0.461

0.403

0.410

0.402

Fusionnet

0.494

0.363

0.360

0.406

GPMVS

1.075

0.517

1.199

0.841

PMVS

2.874

1.662

1.922

1.428

FMVS

2.879

1.335

1.858

1.378

Average

1.557

0.856

1.150

0.891

Table 5. Maximum Error Value for each parameter-network pair.

Parameters

Height: For all the image sequences, the abs-rel errors
are higher at camera heights right at ground level and at
camera heights that are close to or at the ceiling. Pairnet
and Fusionnet perform the best with camera heights of 0.3m
to 0.75m based on Fig. 4, while the remaining networks
perform the best on image sequences with camera heights
of 1.05m to 1.65m.
Camera Yaw: The optimal yaw for each particular network varies for each 3D dataset. See Fig. 5 and Tables 6-8
in the appendix. For instance, while Pairnet and Fusionnet
consistently have the least abs-rel error when tested on image sequences in which the camera is moving backwards
relative to its viewing direction( yaw of ±90◦ to ±180◦ ), the
other three networks follow this pattern except on image sequences generated from Matterport3D where they perform
the best with a +45◦ forward-facing yaw.

Camera

Pairnet

Networks

Figure 7. Average Error vs. Sample Distance over all 3D datasets,
split by network. Data is from Table 13 in the appendix.

Height

Height

Camera

Camera

Sample

Yaw

Pitch

Distance

Average

Pairnet

0.044

0.018

0.064

0.028

0.038

Fusionnet

0.050

0.026

0.079

0.019

0.043

GPMVS

0.155

0.048

0.149

0.056

0.102

PMVS

0.326

0.105

0.218

0.115

0.191

FMVS

0.322

0.110

0.236

0.155

0.206

Average

0.179

0.061

0.149

0.074

0.116

Table 6. Standard Deviation of Error for each parameter-network
pair.

Camera Pitch: The optimal pitch varies from networkto-network. See Fig. 6. Pairnet is the only network that has
minimum error when tested on image sequences in which
the camera is looking up. All the remaining networks have
minimum error when the camera angle is either parallel to
the plane of the floor or pointed downwards.
Sample Distance: We generally observe that the networks have their minimum abs-rel errors at sample distances of 1.2m to 1.9m, except for Fusionnet on Matterport3D in which the minimum error is at a sample distance
of 0.8m. See Fig. 7 and Tables 14-16 in the appendix.
Network Variability: For all of the parameter sets, the
data from Table 4 indicates that Pairnet and Fusionnet outperform the remaining three networks no matter which 3D
dataset is used to generate the image sequences. For nearly
all parameter sets, the networks in the ascending order of
their average abs-rel error on the varied image sequences
are Fusionnet, Pairnet, GPMVS, FMVS, and PMVS. More-
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over, from Table 6, we see that Pairnet and Fusionnet also
have substantially lower overall standard deviations across
all parameter sets than the other three networks, meaning
they produce relatively stable predictions and are less prone
to unpredictable spikes in error. The key reason that PMVS
and FMVS have significantly larger depth prediction errors
than the other three networks could be due to the RGB-D
datasets that the networks were trained on. Pairnet, Fusionnet, and GPMVS were trained on indoor scene RGB-D
video sequences [8, 11], which are very similar to the image sequences that we generated from the three 3D datasets
and tested the networks on. In contrast, PMVS and FMVS
were trained on DTU, which includes RGB-D images of
3D models that are captured “outside-in” from surrounding
cameras [6, 27]. Therefore, it is a strong possibility that not
training on indoor scene image sequences resulted in PMVS
and FMVS producing depth predictions on indoor scene image sequences that are significantly worse than depth predictions produced by the other three networks.
Conclusion: Through our experiments, we see that
when generating image sequences to optimize the performance of existing 3D scene reconstruction networks, the
best choices of the values for each camera parameter vary
between networks. Additionally, based on their consistent
out-performance of the other networks and low prediction
variability, we hypothesize that Pairnet and Fusionnet are
best suited to generalize to image sequences from different
types of 3D datasets.

5.2. Trends Across All Networks
Table 5 shows the maximum abs-rel error value for each
parameter-network pair across the three 3D datasets, followed by the average of those maximum values. Varying
the height parameter yields the largest average maximum
abs-rel error for most networks compared to other camera
parameters. Table 6 shows that the average standard deviation of the abs-rel errors is the largest across all five networks when tested on image sequences that vary the height
parameter. These two data points suggest that variations of
the camera height have the most influence in determining
the prediction error for all five networks. Moreover, Tables
5 and 6 show us that varying camera pitch yields the secondlargest average maximum error and standard deviation of
abs-rel errors. The fact that variations of camera height and
pitch produce the two largest average maximum abs-rel errors and standard deviations of error leads us to hypothesize
that all of the networks we use are affected most by image
sequences with varying vertical camera views, since both
camera height and pitch vary vertically in an “up and down”
sense. In future work, we aim to address the high error and
standard deviation caused by variations of camera height
and pitch by including more image sequences for these parameters in the training set for these networks. Then, the

networks can be tested to see if they produce higher accuracy depth predictions on these types of image sequence inputs after additional training.

5.3. Comparing 3D Dataset Results
Network Predictions based on 3D Datasets: We observe that image sequences generated from SUNCG generally result in larger depth-prediction errors for all networks compared to image sequences generated from Matterport3D or ArchViz. This trend holds true for all tested
parameters, as shown by Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11. This suggests a correlation between the realism of generated data
and the accuracy of depth predictions made on this data.
Specifically, because the networks were trained on scanned
photorealistic datasets [6, 8, 11, 27], we hypothesize that as
a result, the networks perform better on image sequences
from scanned (Matterport3D) and qualitatively photorealistic (ArchViz) datasets as opposed to image sequences from
SUNCG, which are non-photorealistic synthetic. See Fig. 1
for visual representations of these datasets. The data is
inconclusive about whether it is Matterport3D or ArchViz
whose image sequences cause the least depth prediction error among the five networks.
Similarities between 3D Datasets: In addition to comparing the depth prediction errors resulting from the image sequences generated by the three 3D scene datasets,
we would like to judge how well models trained on each
dataset will generalize to our desired application. In lieu
of training networks on our data, we quantitatively evaluate
how similar the datasets are to each other, with respect to
the performance that randomly generated image sequences

Figure 8. Average Error vs. Camera Height over all networks, split
by 3D dataset. Data is from Tables 2-4 in the appendix.

Figure 9. Average Error vs. Camera Pitch over all networks, split
by 3D dataset. Data is from Tables 6-8 in the appendix.
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3D Dataset
Pair
Matterport3D
to ArchViz
SUNCG to
ArchViz
SUNCG to
Matterport3D
Figure 10. Average Error vs. Camera Yaw over all networks, split
by 3D dataset. Data is from Tables 10-12 in the appendix.

Difference
0.128
0.183
0.233

Table 7. Pair-wise average absolute difference in error between datasets controlling for
parameter and network.

3D Dataset
ArchViz
Matterport3D
SUNCG

Difference
0.311
0.361
0.416

Table 8. Cumulative average difference of 3D datasets.
Obtained by summing two
data values from Table 7 corresponding to each dataset.

thetic scenes from SUNCG. Additionally, ArchViz has the
least cumulative average difference, indicating that photorealistic synthetic scene datasets could be promising for generating training data.

Figure 11. Average Error vs. Sample Distance over all networks,
split by 3D dataset. Data from Tables 14-16 in the appendix.

from these datasets incur with the five pre-trained networks
that we use in our evaluation. By calculating this similarity,
we gain some understanding as to how a network trained on
one dataset might perform on another dataset.
We analyze the pair-wise differences between our three
datasets, namely Matterport3D to ArchViz, SUNCG to
ArchViz, and SUNCG to Matterport3D. For each of our
five pre-trained networks and each parameter in Table 2, we
take the absolute value of the difference in error between
the 3D datasets in the pair. We then average this difference
across all networks and all parameters to get an average difference in error for each pair. This gives us an approximation of how similar each network’s predictions are between
datasets controlling for parameter. We use this as a proxy
for how similar each given pair of datasets is. The results
are detailed in Table 7. Finally, for each dataset, we sum the
average difference in error between that dataset and each of
the other two. The results are detailed in Table 8.
From Table 8, we see that SUNCG differs the most from
the other two 3D datasets in abs-rel errors predicted from its
generated image sequences, while ArchViz differs the least
from the other two. From Table 7, we see Matterport3D and
ArchViz are the closest pair. We hypothesize that the similarities of the textures between the scanned 3D dataset (Matterport3D) and the photorealistic synthetic scene (ArchViz)
cause network predictions on image sequences derived from
these datasets to be closer to each other than predictions between any of these datasets to the non-photorealistic syn-

Figure 12. Graph of Average Error vs. Camera Height for Pairnet,
Fusionnet, and GPMVS over all 3D Datasets. For camera height
values less than 0.45m, GPMVS performs significantly worse than
Pairnet or Fusionnet. Data is from Table 1 in the appendix.

5.4. Understanding Network Architectures
The manipulation of certain parameter settings allows
our tool to generate data containing edge case situations in a
higher quantity compared to other datasets that cannot be regenerated. The benefit of this edge case data is that differing
performance trends may emerge across networks that were
not trained specifically for this data. In this way, the performance of networks on the edge case data helps to elucidate
how networks behave after training. For example, for small
height values less than 0.45m on all datasets (Fig. 12), GPMVS degrades while Pairnet and Fusionnet perform well.
In most other settings, the trends amongst these three networks are similar. For these parameter values, most of the
generated images are dominated by the floor, which, as an
example, does not contain enough unique features in the
SUNCG dataset due to the absence of realistic lighting and
use of tiled textures (see Fig. 13).
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Figure 13. Example capture from SUNCG with Height = 0.15m.
We believe the lack of unique features in the floor plane results in
the breakdown of GPMVS predictions for low height values.

We briefly summarize a key difference amongst the three
networks that might explain this data point. All three networks in question construct a cost volume on the reference
camera frustum prior to depth prediction. In GPMVS, the
cost volume is constructed using a difference of raw image
RGB values from the reference and source images. In Pairnet and Fusionnet however, the cost volume is constructed
using a dot product of deep features extracted from the
reference and source images. After this cost volume construction, the architectures contain many similarities. All
three use a U-Net-style 2D network to make a coarse-tofine depth prediction from the cost volume. Fusionnet and
GPMVS also modify deep features at the bottleneck layer
of this UNet to improve depth predictions [8, 11]. Because
of these similarities, we hypothesize that this difference in
trends is caused by the absence of deep features in the cost
volume construction of GPMVS.
Improving performance of depth prediction in untextured regions was a central motivation for the use of deep
features in MVS. This data point supports this idea. More
experimentation is required to explore this further; however,
this is a promising avenue for future research with our tool.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we utilize our data generation platform to
generate 2D image sequences with user-specified camera
parameter settings1 . We then use these 2D image sequences
to investigate both the performance of existing 3D scene
reconstruction methods and the properties of the 3D scene
datasets themselves. Our results show that Pairnet and Fusionnet, followed by GPMVS, produce significantly more
accurate depth predictions across image sequences generated with all parameter settings from all 3D scene datasets.
Matterport3D and ArchViz are more similar to each other
than SUNCG is to either, which makes sense given the similarities of the textures of those two datasets. In addition,
varying the camera height parameter causes the most variation in network accuracy for all of the networks across image sequences from all 3D scene datasets. Pairnet and Fusionnet use deep features instead of color density matching,
1 All code (excluding datasets) used is available at
https://github.com/vivianross06/
Synthetic-Data-Generation-ICCV-2021

which is a strong possible explanation for why they make
better depth predictions at very low camera heights compared to GPMVS. One overarching takeaway from this is
that user-specified values for a given camera parameter for
generating the image sequence should be chosen based on
the 3D scene reconstruction network that the generated image sequence will be used with.
By utilizing a widely used game engine as our realtime
platform, we have the capability of easily extending the
tool. Unity provides physically based shading, global illumination light mapping tools, and screen space effects such
as ambient occlusion and screen space reflections, which
are utilized in the ArchViz scene to create higher realism.
Physically based path tracers such as Octane renderer [2]
can be used in Unity for more photorealistic images.
One limitation of our project is that it is structured to
be hosted on the Unity Editor and is difficult to export as
a stand-alone application. This requires potential users to
have a basic knowledge of Unity in order to use our tool.
None of our experiments produced state-of-the-art error
metrics, so investigating whether this is due to the chosen
parameter settings, or a lack of generalization, is an area
for future work. We suspect that this is due to the networks
being trained on different kinds of data. If the parameter
settings are at fault, this leaves open the possibility of determining an optimal combination of values for all the camera
parameters to achieve the lowest possible error. We could
also pursue a transfer learning approach: performing further
training of existing pre-trained methods using our generated
image sequences to hopefully achieve signficant decreases
in prediction error. Another path for further research is to
investigate why prediction accuracy varies greatly between
the five 3D scene reconstruction methods when tested on
our data.
An interesting way to explore the best parameters for
generating an image sequence in order to achieve best 3D
reconstruction is to train an over-fitted scene representation
network such as a NERF [16]. These networks in contrast
to methods we explored, are not pre-trained on a dataset and
are trained directly to a set of images and view directions to
create a scene representation. These scene representation
networks can be sampled as a signed distance function to
create a 3D geometry of the model. This will give us the
ability to directly compare the effect of our walk-through
generation parameters on the quality of 3D reconstruction.
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